Basic parameters

- Capacity: 3000mAh (G1) / 4600mAh (G2)
- Material: Food-grade 304 stainless steel, aluminum alloy, and plastic
- Dimensions: 214mm x 109mm x 25mm (G1) and 239mm x 119mm x 27mm (G2)
- Display: 0.95” OLED screen
- Battery: 0.5A / 1A
- Bluetooth: 4.0

Install SGUAI APP on mobile phone

The Android phone supporting 4.0 smart equipment must meets conditions:
1. The hardware supports Bluetooth 4.0.
2. The Android operating system of Android 4.3 or above must be installed.
3. Pay attention to the latest information of the mobile phone manufacturer, and promptly upgrade the operating system to Android 4.3 or above.

The iPhone supporting 4.0 smart equipment must meets two conditions:
1. The hardware supports Bluetooth 4.0.
2. The iOS operating system of iOS 8.0 or above must be installed. Pay attention to the latest information of the mobile phone manufacturer, and promptly upgrade the operating system to iOS 10.0 or above.
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Smart Tumbler G1/G2

Quick Guide

1. The lid is only waterproof, cleaning, do not put in water tank, butDo not close with hot water.

Use

1. Touch the A button, the lid will open. Do not open the lid with too much force.
2. Green light (cool water)
   - The water temperature is below 18°C. The lid will automatically open when the drinking needs of users.
3. Orange light (warm water)
   - The water temperature is 18-36°C. The lid will automatically open when the drinking needs of users.
4. Red light (hot water)
   - The water temperature is above 36°C. The lid will automatically open when the drinking needs of users.
5. Touch the B button again. The lid will automatically close.

Bind the tumbler and mobile phone

Drinking information can be easily transmitted to the mobile phone from SGUAI tumbler through Bluetooth 4.0. Android 4.3 system or above and IOS 8.0 system or above. You can view and manage drinking data via the mobile phone, and obtain the evaluation and suggestions on your own drinking history from APP.

Drinking Prompts

The water hydration system can be customized according to your own information, environment and weather. If you do not drink enough water, the light and APP will provide prompts, to help you cultivate a good drinking habit.

Drinking Data

The healthy and practical drinking plan and contents will be provided for you according to the drinking data analysis, local weather and making temperature.

Health Analysis

The mobile APP will record drinking data. You can view your own drinking health analysis. Suggestions and recommendations of experts will also be provided, health analysis.

Battery Replacement

1. To replace batteries, remove the four environmental-friendly adhesive rings on the lid, remove small screws on the bottom cover of the battery holder, and pull out the battery holder. Then, replace the batteries. The life of the battery is about 12 months under normal conditions.

Notes

1. Do not expose the tumbler to high-temperature direct light.
2. When exposed to high temperature or direct sunlight, do not close the lid with too much force.
3. When the tumbler is not used, do not store in plastic-tight packaging.
4. Do not hold the tumbler when it is hot.
5. Do not put too much drink into the tumbler in order to prevent it from overflowing after drinking.